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Mandate: To advance transportation safety in the marine, 
pipeline, rail, and air modes by:

o conducting independent investigations

o identifying safety deficiencies, causes, and contributing 
factors

o making reports public

o making recommendations to address systemic issues

• It is not the function of the Board to assign fault or 
determine civil or criminal liability

• TSB is not a regulator
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About the TSB



• Revised suite of Board policies

• New Policy on the classification of occurrences

• New limited-scope investigations

• New investigation-update process

• New TSB website

• Publication of expanded data sets 
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What’s new at the TSB?
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New Policy on the classification of occurrences

Class Investigation 

Type

Level of 

Effort

Level of 

Investment

Investigation 

Process 

Type of Report Target 

Timeline

1
Safety issue Very high Very high Complex Long & detailed 

reports

730 days

2
Complex Very high Very high Complex Long & detailed 

reports

600 days

3

Detailed High High Medium Medium length and 

detailed reports

(max. 30 pages plus 

appendices)

450 days

4

Limited scope Medium Medium Simple Short investigation 

reports

(max. 6 pages)

200 days

5

Data 

gathering

Low Low Data gathering Occurrence 

summary

60 days



• Standard template

• Brief description of the occurrence

• Information about the investigation 

• Factual summary of why it happened

• Safety message or safety actions

• Maximum of 6 pages 

• No appendices

• No findings and no recommendations

• DRs have 10 days to provide comments 
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Class 4 report format and process



What’s working, and what’s not?
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The numbers seem to be going down …

2006-2011 

average

2012-2017 

average

Registered 

fishermen

51,962

(2005-2010)

44,119

(2011-2016)
Down 15%

Active 

vessels
15,370 13,418 Down 13%

Accidents 141 99 Down 30%

Fatal 

accidents
49 36 Down 27%

Fatalities 61 51 Down 16%*

* note there where 18 fatalities in 2018
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Percentage of fatalities by accident type, 2011-2017

year
total 

fatalities
stability

related

person 
falling 

overboard

accident

on board
grounding fire

lack of

PFD

2011 10 9 - 1 1 11

2012 7 1 2 4 - - 3

2013 15 6 3 3 3 - 12

2014 8 2 6 - - - 8

2015 11 6 5 - - - 8

2016 7 6 - - - - 4

2017 3 1 2 - - - 2

totals 61 22 26 7 4 1 48

% 36% 44% 11% 7% 2%
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What’s been happening: common risks

Similar risks have been identified in multiple accidents

• 11 lack of PFD use by fishermen

• 11 lack of risk assessments, drills, procedures, and    
familiarization by master or AR

• 7  inadequate lifesaving equipment (EPIRB, 
immersion suits, life rafts)

• 6  lack of stability assessment or inadequate stability 
information

• 4  lack of safety oversight, no coordinated efforts

• 3  risks related to fisheries resource management                           
measures
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Update on TSB recommendations

• There are 7 outstanding recommendations which were 

issued prior to the release of the Safety Issues 

Investigation in 2012, and the Board has made an 

additional 6 fishing-specific recommendations since then.

• The deficiencies identified in these outstanding 

recommendations are related to things such as adequate 

stability information, the lack of PFD use, lack of 

requirements for carriage of EPIRBs, immersion suits, and 

bilge alarms.

• The Board is currently assessing these deficiencies in 

conjunction with the coming into force of the new FVSR.
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What’s been happening: provincially

• 8 of 10 provinces have workplace legislation that is 

applicable to fishing vessels.

• NB and PEI have legislation that defines a workplace but 

does not apply to fishing vessels.

• Only BC and NFLD have fishing-specific regulations

• WorksafeBC is implementing new fishing-specific PFD 

regulations
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WorksafeBC: facts and statistics for 2017

• Commercial fishing has the highest fatality rate, per 

capita, of the industries under WorkSafeBC jurisdiction

• 185 fishing vessels randomly inspected 

• 169 non-compliance orders, of which 40 % were for the 

lack of emergency procedures

• Most provincial inspections have been limited to those 

following an occurrence
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What’s been happening at the TSB?

• New database capable of capturing fishery and gear type

• New occurrence classification policy: includes a new class 4 

short report (recommended by Nova Scotia’s Safe At Sea 

Alliance)

• Continued participation at CMAC, FishSafe Advisory Board, 

Safe at Sea Alliance, and the QC Standing Committee on 

Fishing Vessel Safety

• TSB investigators have been updating fishing safety 

information from across the country
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What’s been happening at Transport Canada?

• FVSR have been implemented

• TC has developed SVCP-F is nearly ready for 

implementation

• TC’s Programs Group supplied funding to the commercial fishing 
industry for the expansion of the Safest Catch program to other 
regions of the country (3-year program now finished)

• TC his initiating a Concentrated Inspection Campaign for fishing

• TC is planning enhanced engagements with provincial 
compensation boards and DFO 
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What’s been happening nationwide?

• Following the 2017 Miss Cory occurrence, a Code of Best 

Practices was developed in early 2018 for BC seine roe 

herring fishermen

• Formation of the Canadian Independent Fish Harvesters 

Federation and the Safe at Sea Alliance

• Fishing industry associations on both coasts are now: 

o promoting written safety procedures;

o carrying out dockside vessel safety visits;

o developing and providing safety pouches;

o conducting man overboard drills; and

o purchasing and providing fishermen with PFD’s, 
immersion suits, and EPIRBs.
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Establish consistent, understandable and practical programs 

for:

• the timely dissemination of safety information;

• ensuring that the cost of safety (i.e., training) is consistent 

throughout the community and is shared between the 

members of the community;

• fatigue awareness;

• risk awareness; and 

• adequately addressing the importance of:

o safety drills;

o the benefits of PFDs, EPIRBs, and 

immersion suits.

Safety action still required
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Safety action still required  (continued)

Share information and consult among fishing community 

members with respect to:

• fishing safety, regulatory requirements and 

compliance/enforcement with a view to establishing 

consistency and eliminating duplication;

• the risks associated with fatigue and the best ways to 

manage those risks;

• best work practices;

• the content of those regulations and the resources 

associated with compliance; and

• the understanding and awareness of those regulations by 

the community.
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Safety action still required  (continued)

Ensure that:

• the equipment required to be carried onboard 

vessels is practical to fishermen

• regulations for the wearing of PFDs when 

exposed on deck are consistent among the 

various regulatory authorities
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Safety action still required  (continued)

Establish and implement standards, regulations, 

procedures, guidelines or policies:

• to ensure that stability booklets intended are 

simple, clear and practical

• for the identification and reduction of safety risks 

associated with fisheries resource management 

measures, and for the training of resource managers 

in this area
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securitas@bst-tsb.gc.ca
1-800-567-6865 (toll-free)

1-819-994-8065 (fax)



Media relations: (819) 994-8053
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Contact us:

@TSBCanada

TSBCanada TSBCanada

WWW.TSB.GC.CA

communications@tsb.gc.ca



QUESTIONS?
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